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ABSTRACT

In control systems engineering it is frequently
necessary to compensate a fixed plant whose transfer
function cannot be changed. Usually the characteristics
of the resulting system are established in terms of
steady-state and transient performance specifications.
Generally it is necessary to insert a compensator which
insures stability as well as satisfies the specifica
tions.
In this thesis an analytical method is developed
to determine the transfer function of the compensator
in order to satisfy the following set of specifications.
The fixed system is assumed to contain one non-linea
rity, saturation. The input to the saturable device is
constrained in a statistical sense to be within the
linear range. In addition, two performance indices are
used to show the characteristics of the system. First,
the time integral of the square of the error between
the ideal output and the actual output Is used as the
performance index of the transient signal. Second, the
mean-square of the error between the ideal output and
the actual output Is used as the performance index for
random signals. The relative importance of the perfor
mance indices to the system Is considered by including
a weighting constant.

iii

The minimization of the weighted performance indices
in the presence of the linear range constraint forms the
analytical basis by which the required compensator is
found. The solution to this problem is shown to be essen
tially the solution of the Wiener-Hopf integral equation.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The general function of any Automatic control
systems is to control & load in some desired fashion.
An automatic control system Is always a dynamic system,
and the control problem may, therefore, be divided into
two parts, l.e., system performance in steady-state and
the performance during transient period.
The problem is to design a feedback control system
which satisfies a set of performance specifications and
Incorporates a plant with a specified transfer function.
This usually involves the design of additional apparatus
with a proper transfer function to produce the specified
performance.
In this thesis an analytical method is developed to
determine the transfer function of the compensator which
satisfies the following set of specifications: The fixed
system is assumed to contain one non-linearity, namely,
saturation. The input to the saturable device Is cons
trained in a statistical sense to be within the linear
range. Two performance indices are used to show the
characteristics of the system* First* the time integral
of the square of the error between the ideal output and
the actual output is used as the performance index of the
transient signal. Second, the mean square value of the
error between the ideal output and the actual output is
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used as the performance index for random signals. The
relative importance of the performance indices to the
system is weighted by including a weighting constant.
The procedures to minimize the weighted performance
indices as well as to limit the input to the saturable
device to be within the linear range forms the analytical
method through which the required compensator is obtained.
The procedure of this approach will be shown in Chapter
III, and two Illustrative examples will also be given to
show how this method works.
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II.

REVIEW OP LITERATURE

The general purpose of compensation is to satisfy
simultaneously the steady-state and transient specifica
tions* Three methods are generally used for designing a
compensator for systems containing a non-linearity, such
as saturation* One is to constrain the input to the
saturable device to be within the linear range, while
another is to face the complete problem by trying to
design the system taking the non-linearity into consider
ation. Several authors have approached the problem by
using describing functions of various kinks.
In order to separate the saturation effect, a limit
er may be added ahead of the device to represent all the
saturation characteristics. Then the control loop can be
considered as constituted by linear elements but with
the limiter.
Booton'1' considered a limiter of unity gain while
operating inside the linear range bounded from above and
below by £

• He then derived an equivalent gain valid

over the entire range of a Gaussian input. This equiva
lent gain(a type of describing function) is defined as
the value that minimizes the mean square error of the
system. The equivalent gain is expressed as

k

Kn =

L
x f a p w ^
roo
J
X^pCxJ^X
-Do

where x Is the input with Gaussian distribution, f(x) is
the non-linearity function and p(x) is the probability
density function of the input x.
The sharp limiter is defined by
f (x) — -f fluyf

for

f(x)= X

for - f « . w «

f(x) = +

for + f.*« * x

p

(x ) =

— L
Ja-TC

X^-fyM(KX

-- £ Ttt

For this situation, the equivalent gain, Kej , has
been evaluated by him as

k m

where 4

-

*(

is the error function defined by
$LZ) —

e z iz

Therefore, it is possible to determine the differ
ent values of
curves of

for different inputs by plotting the
against f***/j~^

• The use of equivalent-

linear-system approximations for non-linear systems can
be extended to situations involving random-signal inputs.
Axelby^ presents a different approach to the problem
of noise transmission through non-linear single-valued
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elements* He considers a non-symmetrical distribution of
the input function and uses two describing functions,
one for the mean value and the other for the random part
of the input. These transfer functions depend on the two
corresponding components of the input* To determine
these transfer functions, he plots them separately ver
sus the ratio of the input variance to the boundary
for different values of the ratio of the mean value to
the boundary f*,** • Sets of curves are given which allow
the evaluation of these transfer functions for different
input characteristics*
For a better understanding, consider the equivalent
block diagram of the limiter shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. describing function for signal and noise
Where dM= f (Mx ,✓£ >N) is the describing function relative
to mean-values
and

— f(Mx , ^»N) is the describing function relative
to standard deviations*

Also

Mean value of the limiter-input
* Standard deviation of the limiter-input
M. — Mean value of the limiter-output.
£ ** Standard deviation of the limiter output

and

N

Non-linear characteristics
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In this method the over-all transfer function may
be considered as a special describing function with two
parts— one for the noise, the other for the signal, each
a function of the input to the other. This is in accor
dance with the fact that the principle of superposition
does not apply if a non-linear device is involved,
Newton^ presented a theory for the design of compen
sating networks for feedback-control systems. The novel
feature of bis work is the consideration of saturation
and transient performance In addition to the usual
steady-state behavior* His theory is essentially an ex
tension of the research of Wiener^- in statistical methods
for filter design.

5
Newton, Gould and Kaiser also presented an analy
tical method for the design of a compensator for systems
containing non-linearities,A performance index was used
to justify the system design. The objective of their work
is to minimize ( or raaxmize ) the chosen performance
index. According to their work, the best compensator for
a feedback control system is implicit in the specifica
tions. When the designer applies this method he proceeds
directly from the problem specifications to the compen
sation that minimizes or maxmizes the specified perform
ance Index. By this method the design is accomplished
once and for all without recourse to a series of trialand-error designs. The problem treated in this thesis is

7

closely related to articles 3 and 5*
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III. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

In the previous chapters, the topic of this thesis
has been set forth with respect to what has already been
done. The object of this chapter is to present the analy
tical study of the problem and to provide an explanation
of how the result can be derived.
In the following steps, a few of the pertinent
notions are reviewed before being used in the statement
of the problem and in the examples.
A. Definitions and review
1.

The autocorrelation funotion of a signal i(t),

denoted by

» is the average of the product of the

values taken by this signal, spaced z seconds apart.

fyiii)

characterises the stationary random process des

cribed by the probabilistic function i(t)®

(1 )
2.

The power-density spectrum of the random signal

i(t) is defined by
l
;T ts>
(2)

$ =0U)
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3,

The auto-translation function, denoted by I {Z )*

is defined as

x(i =) i

r

i4(tr,«ttt+

zidi

o)

where i^(t) is a deterministic function. Although this
function does not completely characterize the determini
stic signal, it is useful in the following development.
In some of the practical cases, the function 1 ( 1 )
is not Fourier transformable. For example, if i^(t) is
a step function, then the integral defined as I(z ) does
not exist. However, it is possible to approximate the
Fourier transform of the auto-translation function of
the step function by a limiting procedure, as shown
below.
Consider

i ^ (t ) = # ( e ^ . u ( t )

when tj is very small and positive, then

If

Z * 0.

if

t< ° ,

l

ct;=»f00
In

e~ * 7 * cH r

Hence, the Fourier transform is given by
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/'OO
I « J - f u p -oo

*%

6

JV

Ik)
A s j approaches zero, the signal I^(t) decays infinitely
slowly, then the signal approaches a step function and
the Fourier transform of its auto-translation function
is

fj —
*0

—

(5)

[}.. Lagrangian multiplier* The Lagrangian multipli
er

is an auxiliary parameter used in the procedures of

minimization or maxmization of a function f(x,,.....X*)
subject to a constraint that another function g(xly...X.)
shall equal a constant g , . Then, according to Lagrange,
the desired values of the variables x, through x* may
be obtained by minimizing or maximizing the synthetic
function F - f + j»g, where fis a constant called the
Lagrangian multiplier. After minimizing or maximizing
this synthetic function, x, through x * can be determined
as functions of f

• Thus, f

can be adjusted to make the

constraint function g. take on its specified value g, .
The manipulation of the Lagrangian multiplier will be
shown in the following work.
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B, Statement of the problem
Given a device with a block diagram as shown in
Figure 2, a transfer function G(s) is to be found to
minimize the mean-squared error due to the random compo
nent of the signal, to minimize the integral of the
squared error due to the deterministic component of the
signal, and to satisfy a constraint on the power input
to the given device*

Figure 2* Block diagram of the system
The system in Figure 3 is equivalent to the system
shown in Figure 2.
Ki«
a w .
*-- ~

o{t)

--- *U C#w*fr«uvit
Figure 3* Equivalent block diagram of Figure 2.
where
ii •
U c ^ J ■*

16)
|♦

HCO

and u(t) has to satisfy a constraint specified below*
The input i(t) contains two components: i^(t)
which is the deterministic one,

<*e ^

for example, and

if(t) the random part characterized by its Gaussian
distribution and its power density spectrum
thus

TT

(s),
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L(t) =

+ v(t)

The output from the device H(s) is to follow the input
i(t) to the system described by Figure 2. The error,
which is defined as the difference between the output and
the input, is equal to
e(t; = oCt J - v (t)

= [0rctrj- Cr(tj] + l

o d l V ~<d t v ]

The mean squared error due to the random input is then
defined by
« ? W - tL^ M . Tt

at

(7)

■^t is shown that^
e^i> -

where

») -2p(+, iOtc

t

,

J

.+*vj

^ ; f(.Cj) is the value of the autocorrelation function

at £»0. u)c0t) and h(t) are the impulse responses of the
elements described respectively by the transfer function
(s ) and H ( s ).
The mean-squared value of the input to the device due to
the random input is
Cti)f^ df*

.)<?,>if

.** 3 )

(8)

where ur (t) is the random component of the device input.
The integral of the squared error due to the determini
stic component of the signal is
I®

= £ * «At j *
ei-b) S o

u>k«n

t<°.
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Then r» *
jVctjJt =J*t.
-•o **
"®

tjfri-'-OJ

z

;<« '*,-<•*•

-OD

(9)
W c (s) is to be found to minimize the function F which i s
defined as

___
F - e rM t ) f b £ e dZ(t)dt+;u7(V)

(10)

where b is a weighting constant which measures the rela
tive importance of the minimum mean squared error and the
integral of the squared error* J is a Lagrangian Multi
plier to be decided so that

---Up (t )

M

(11)

where M is the boundary imposed so that H(s) will operate
in the linear range.
Let

Wc ( t ) = W C0( t ) + i y t )

(12)

where WC Q (t) is the assumed solution and Wc 4 (t) is any
arbitrary realizable weighting function.

£ is a para

meter used to test wWther W cQ(t) is the solution.for F
to be a minimum*
W c (t) has to satisfy the equation

^

that is

-s*

*, 70

Because ^ c*(t,) is an arbitrary function for t, >o , and
Wc

0 for t,$ C, so

-CO

*■ "Os

"CO

1bfitjVuo

j i,r< -f,-

' P (k.U^Jc?; ;(*.+*»} = 0 ,

f«

-Q?

1 ,>•

(1)+)

For simplicity let
r p(i.^==j'

-tv3

[ < J U V ^ +

♦t »/J

dtJ,(W r(-fr.tfcv-ti -t4
- )+
wt

■'■46

|

*^

J'j(+- i , - t v (+Jy (t -*»-*♦ J
“ J*°sKrJUK )jf d^4(+$jJ^

<w4

+0.})= k)c a (*sJ

Fut equation (f5) into (/4), then

(
-'-do
-£ar

- •fcj) " f^C^iJ 53 0
*.

> o

a6)

This is an integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf type.
Now define A_{i) f ^+(z ) and { (z) in the following
way

U7;
■'-CD

where

o

-fov

>0

^i+rtj = o

-fo/

ry < 9

and let

ctl

r w - J >
Put equations
£

(f?) and (*8) into (16), then
"

Generally

v18 j

«

^.(t4)#0,

- t o - re*.-top°

for t*£ 0, so
= o

^

i,». tiSo.
U9;

Let t**t,- ta , equation ( n ) becomes

f*,dt,^l;^Ct-tO - )fiO = •

-f" ts«v2o>

y»(Q
Again define
y (t) ^ Jr+C*) + T-Ci )
where
r+ct; «

o

«{

jf_ (*> a °

»’{

* <0
>0

Then
t"dt,N-(t.d4+('fr-to-r*ct->= a

-f«

«n

Transforming into frequency domain, equation

^ 22J
(m )

becomes

"

X+ i *) — 0

v23>
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and
"y

J=

n < sj>
v2ij.,

However, by transformation of
u -<vj

^ ct) ^ f®

v25

it is clear that
^(SJ = ^5_

v26.

where
*d+(s)= the factor of M s )

which has poles and zeros

in the left half plane only
and

,d_(s)= the factor of Aig) which has poles and zeros
in the right half plane only

Transforming equation (18) into frequency domain, then

r

(6j = -d.csj

Hence

P(4->

r n ;=

A.HJ

Consider

Let

(27)

(28)

-I

r(v=

£'' [ !'“ •»]

(29)

|f(t) and lT.(t) be defined in the following way

r+(t)=

0,

for t < 0
)- 0,
A
t

and

/ (t)=

Then

£

=» ^

for t? 0

+ IT-ltJ
[

(30)

X
, t*J]

r - = £ ” L JT-Itj]

H>=* !f+ c.s

> (*r .(
3D
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so
yisj p w

(32)

A.
Prom equation (24.)
4-1*1 =

(33)

* tOc (*>>
Since all of the poles of £{s) are in the left half plane
and since all the zeros

( as well as all the poles

) of

«4+(s) are in the left half plane, it is assured that all
the poles of W c (s) are in the left half plane. So tfc (s)
corresponds to a physically realizable network with the
impulse response W c {t)a 0 for t < 0.
In evaluating W c (s) the following relations are
helpful
I

=

j! [

= XT H {
and

- * ) [ $ ; , ; *

tlCSj]

=* 2.?
+ j % v f° }

(34)
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In order to limit the input voltage to the device
H(s), a constraint on u^(t) is required* The basis of the
constraint is arbitrarity set as
U $ M5

V*

where Vn is the rated voltage* The condition is imposed
for at least 90fc of the operating time*
Let uau^+Uj. where u 4 and u r are the deterministic
and probabilistic portion of u*
According to the approximation of a normal distribution , for every fixed «t and p,
p(*S - ~ - * ? } = 4 W - + W

(35)

where x is a random variable, Gaussian distributed, with
mean x~ and a standard deviation { 9 and

=

e

tA

(36)

The quantity ur (t) is assumed to have a Gaussian distri
bution since the device and the filter are considered as
low-pass. Then, if
input and if u ^

is the maximum value of the device

is the maximum value of the determini

stic part of the signal u, then
f[ jUr| >MSVn-IU4*»|] =
where

o(

* <H

= M S V* - !u 4«n ]

and /^Y is the standard deviation of ur (t).
Prom the tabulated values of
i

1.6U

4

(x)°

C

)
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or

x*

<-

^

N

h*SVn -/

(38)
= M

this constraint (38^ can then be stated alternately as
U,1)*J =

< r'

$ M'

or

tfdr “ -j-J <
45

or

<hf/tr ( S J

-jw

-j«o
j* U>ti»
-00

< ■ * * • > 4 ; , ( 3 9 )

■ r

C, Illustrative examples
1. Consider a random input which is "white"

( uni

form power density spectrum ) to be added to the determi
nistic function. The deterministic function is expressed
by

1

cT

(*>

/ x-sx

and the random input is characterized by its power density
spectrum

x
~r*»

1

Also H(s) is given as
H (S) = K / s o +tsj
In this case
transform of

, which is the inverse Fourier
Cs.)

, is undefined, therefore there

exists no real solution to W c (s),
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2.

Consider the same device and a deterministic

signal added to a random signal whose derivative is
"white", then
4.V.V.
vr '

= -

S^-

&quation (3N0 becomes
s'(t

5 ^CTS" 1

[>(*.)= xttK

~71”J

04-0)

nr
5a CTls ’• - ' K 5"*'
Therefore, the spectral factorization applied to -4(s)
leads to the following equations
( - ^ c t s-ins-y)
A

cs;=

1|1)
5V ( T S - K J C ^ ^

where u (, u 2 and

have positive real parts.

Since the numerator of ^(s) is an expression with
only real coefficients, its zeros must be real or con
jugate pairs; moreover, the product of these zeros is
positive, and the sum of these zeros is positive. Also
the sum of the product of the zeros two by two of the
equation defined by the numerator of <a(s) is positive.
Therefore there

«*ists three zeros with positive real

parts, so u^ , u\

and u ^

exist and one of them is a

real number, say u^.
Consequently, the following equations are obtained
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/([-,e '? '+

pc«
A - W ~~

J

(lj.2)

( S +y / ( f - u <J ( S ~ ^ ' ( *~u i J

and

t
r r<s; t » a s ______________
[ ^777J4

—
~

tuty-uyjf
y
y~«t)

-

^

J

Cy

(^-3)

Therefore
w c (s)“s*
where \ ,

\j

9

Arys (t+rsj(cst<J)
x c *+wj(s+ u*j eft a n

(I4I).)

c and d depend upon u f , ut and u^, so upon

o( and ^ •

Then

Uj.5)
4 — p xy (?-«•<>cy-n^(y- ccj j

The expression for A, c and d can be further written
by the following equations
——

/CV
rjf
iff'?'

*. V V
**■%■ =
*

=

(46 )

w r \>*

7”

After the required W c (s) is obtained, the following
things remain to be shown
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a* Constraint to be satisfied by j>
Substituting Equation (4 4 ) into Equation (3^) leads to
the following expression
.a
Our

I %f<Q - -(CS+dJQt+TiJ*
(CS+cb (t+ TS J S
'.
fi*
p '
^cs+u.jts+H%j(S'HA3) ™ ‘C'SJ s'-

x
‘
SM

Thus

i£ ? p \ c s * d K i + T S j

rs J

A'>4>
A ' A &*,)rSti4*JCSi(A3J
IS

(«•-*)(«'

c/ cj

This integral is known from the table of integrals;*
Therefore, the above equation leads to the condition
Av
Since

2 a, Ux * 2 [ ( £ U;Uj)CZU;l- UM»«i
*

( X a ; j ( x u,-U; J -

U.

cfj

" ^
(ij.7)

>o

U; * y
A.
and

^ o

b

then equation (47) is always defined. Moreover, u , , u x
and u ) depend upon j* as shown by equation (46).
b. Stability consideration
The stability of the system is defined by the
condition

T-»*>

/< ?w

where g is am arbitrary constant, and e ^ U )

is the error

due to the deterministic component.
Therefore, assuming the system is stable
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inI**

S-» o 1**4
or

L«t*»

tU

r
__ LiU _
CiJHfJJ
o 5-^[l-W,
' j |*3

f t i t t SJHl SJ

$</
St1

Since j is not equal to zero, and since
Liw>|\ -fc| *

(>~ H

* i<~ W

the system will be stable if
Li ^s

*->o
but

L

5d c c VHCO

S-*>o

— L
5->o
= 0

k 'PCM+csjs

<11

since u, , u x and u l are not equal to zero* Therefore,
the error will always approach zero. Therefore, the
system is stable.
Hence, an acceptable solution for W c (s) is obtained.
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

An analytical method has been developed to determine
the compensation which a system required to meet a set
of performance specifications. The development is appro
ached in the third chapter and two examples are included.
In the first example, it is pointed out that no optimiza
tion is possible while the random part of the input is
"white". In the second example, however, an acceptable
solution for the compensator is obtained for the system
under consideration. Moreover, it is shown in this exam
ple that cumbersome algebraic steps are involved in even
such a simple example, and this explains why no numeri
cal example has been given.
According to this analytical method, the best com
pensation for a feedback control system is implicitly
determined by the specifications. When the designer app
lies this method he has the advantage of accomplishing
his design once and for all without recourse to a series
of trial-and-error methods. Offsetting this advantage,
as shown In the second example, is its considerable
numerical calculations. In other words, the solving of
practical problems can be very laborious and there is the
danger that in the solution process the forest will be
lost from view because of the large trees.
The study presented in this thesis can be extended

at least In the following respects:
1* To generalize the method for classes of random
and deterministic inputs other than those considered
in this thesis.
2. If non-linearity other than saturation is con
sidered what will be the result?
A further study would, of course, make other valu
able extension.
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